As future thinkers and makers of a global society, our students leave Great Minds Virtual as intellectually curious, confident, and principled young citizens, ready to engage fully with their communities and face the challenges of a rapidly evolving world.

HOW DO YOU RECOGNIZE A GREAT MINDS VIRTUAL GRADUATE?

A Great Minds Virtual graduate takes their fearless curiosity out into the world to continue their pursuit of knowledge. Our graduates critically and confidently evaluate information, engage in constructive conversation, and embrace challenges and discoveries. They navigate the world with self-assurance and compassion and make informed decisions.

A Great Minds Virtual graduate brings innovation and resourcefulness to everything they do. Our graduates apply their understanding of the world and the knowledge they’ve built to solve problems with tenacity, resilience, and flexibility. They meet challenges head-on, focus on solutions, recognize that collaboration drives success, and think outside the box to achieve desired results.

A Great Minds Virtual graduate communicates constructively and effectively. Our graduates welcome diverse perspectives and appreciate that differing opinions can drive progress and innovation. They are articulate when sharing their own views and listen attentively to the views of others.

A Great Minds Virtual graduate is self-aware and compassionate. Our graduates are on a life-long journey of discovery. They expand their knowledge of the world by seeking out people with different backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences. They appreciate the contributions of all members of our society and work to foster empathy and mutual understanding.

A Great Minds Virtual graduate is a globally minded leader. Our graduates seek to understand their place in and their responsibilities to our global society. They engage eagerly and respectfully with those who hold different world views, cultural values, and lifestyles and they actively encourage others to do the same.

https://greatmindsvirtual.org